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1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to answer in the 
affirmative the following question raised by Bing [3]: Is a 2-sphere S 
in Euclidean 3-space Ez tame if each horizontal cross-section of S is 
either a point or a simple closed curve? (I have been informed by R. H. 
Bing that W. T. Eaton has independently proved a similar theorem.) 

If 5 is polyhedral that S is flat is well known. A proof is sketched 
in [ l ] and more detailed proofs are given in [5] and [ó]. However, 
the more general assertion posed by the above question was placed 
in doubt by an example due to Bing. In [3, p. 362] a nonpolyhedral, 
tame 2-sphere is constructed which satisfies the above condition but 
cannot be taken onto a round sphere by a level preserving homeo-
morphism of Ez. 

The proof given here is not elementary in that it relies on two char
acterizations, due to Bing, [2] and [4], of tame 2-spheres in Ez. More 
will be said about these results when they are used. 

I would like to thank R. H. Bing and I. Ferris for helpful com
ments. 

We assume the usual metric on Ez throughout this paper and in 
order to simplify the notation we let 

Et= {(x,y,z)eEz\z = t}. 

2. THEOREM. Let S2 be a 2-sphere in Ez and a<b real numbers such 
that f or a<t<b> S2r\Et = Jt is a simple closed curve and S2C\Et=pt 
is a point for t equal to a or b. Then S2 is tame. 

PROOF. We first prove that S2 is locally tame modulo {pa, pb} by 
showing that the complementary domains of S2 are locally simply 
connected at each point pGS2 — {pa, pb}, [2]. The two extreme points 
will be dealt with in the last step of the proof. 

Given p(ES2— {pa, pb} let U be a round open ball containing p 
and small enough so that no Jt lies entirely in U. Further assume that 
U misses Ea and Eb. Choose F to be a round open ball containing p 
such that VC U and VHS2 lies in a disk in Ur\S2. Let D be a 2-cell. 
We want to show that any map 

ƒ: BdD-*V -S2 
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admits an extension 

g: D-+U-S2. 

We can assume tha t / (Bd D) is a polygonal simple closed curve such 
that no edge lies on a horizontal plane and tha t / (Bd D) C I n t S2C\ V. 
Since V is simply connected there exists a piecewise linear map 

A: D->V 

such that 

^ | Bd D = ƒ on Bd D. 

Let C be the component of D~hrl(ji{D)C^S2) containing Bd D. 
Since h{D)r\S2 lies in a disk in UC\S2 there exists a map 

h: D-*Ur\Cl(IntS2) 

such that 

h\c = h on C. 

Also 

h\BdD = ƒ on Bd P . 

Since A is piecewise linear on a closed neighborhood in D of Bd D, 
for a fixed value /, only finitely many components of the set 
h~l{h{D)r\Et) will have the property that each contains more than 
one point of Bd D. We call the components with this property 
-4i» • • • » ^i(0-

The remainder of the proof of this part of the theorem is divided 
into four parts. 

(A) In this part each set h{A1^ is replaced by a certain singular 
finite graph. We begin by pushing Jt slightly into Int Jt on Et. Since 
S2C\Et = Ju & simple closed curve, there exists a homeomorphism 

k: Et-* Et 

such that 

k\h(BdD) n Et
 == 1 

and 

k(k(D) r\Et)cun ints2 n EU 

Let Oj<ZUr\lnt S2C\Et be a connected open set about kh(Aj) 
(j=l, • • • , k(f)). Let p be some point in Oy. We join each point 
gG^(Bd D)C\Oj to £ by an arc [pq] CO/ and take K\ to be the union 
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of the finite number of arcs in Oj obtained in this way. The arcs 
[pq] may intersect each other badly. 

(B) We now select a finite number of planes Etv • • • , Etn so as 
to satisfy a certain homotopy condition. Let Kt = K[KJ • • • yJK[(t). 
For each t (a<t<b) lete* be a positive number such that €*<p(X', S2) 
and et <p( / (Bd £>), 52). Let Vv{Kl) be the vertical translate of K* 
to the horizontal plane Eif. Then Vt>{Kt)C\S2 = 0 for \t'-t\ <€t. 

Let e<f be real numbers such that h(Bd D)C\)eût$f Eu We cover 
the interval [e, ƒ] by open intervals Wt = (t — ett t+et), e^t^j. Let 
Wiv • • • , W/„ be a finite subcollection of the Wt covering [e, ƒ] 
indexed so that / i < / 2 < • • • <tn. Let /,- be a number in W^/^PT*i+1. 
Then each map of a simple closed curve into 

Kl* \J K1^ \J (*(Bd P) H U EO 

is homotopic to a map of the simple closed curve into jE^.HInt S2C\ U. 
We now prove the following: given any map 

d: BdD->E2
tnintS2r\ U 

there exists a map 

â: D->E2r\IntS2n U 

such that â is an extension of d. 
Recall that £ /P \5 2 = /<, a simple closed curve. Let J[ be a simple 

closed curve in Int Jt on Et such that 
(i) d ( B d Z ? ) C I n t / / 
(ii) J'tr\U consists of a finite number of open arcs B\, • • • , B{. 

Since UC\Et is a disk, the map d admits an extension d': D—*Ur\Et. 
Let C be the component of D — (d')-l(d'(P)r\J't) containing Bd D. 
Let F be a component of the boundary of C relative to D. The set 
d'(F) must lie in one of the arcs Bj. Therefore d'\ c can be extended 
to map F and the components in Int D of D — F into Bj. In this way, 
we extend d'\ c to all of D and obtain the required extension 

a: D->Ur\C\(IntJl)C UnEtfMntS2. 

Thus we have shown the following: each map of a simple closed 
curve into 

K« VJ 2C"+» VJ (*(Bd D) r\ U E.) 

is homotopic in Ur\Int S2 to a constant map. 
(C) Now consider the disjoint connected sets A) in D each of 
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which contains at least two points of Bd D. Let Oj, (i — hf • • • , / » ; 
j = l, • • • , k(tn)) be a collection of disjoint open subsets of D such 
that A)CO). 

In each 0) choose a point £ £ 0 j r \ l n t D. For each ^ E ^ Î ^ B d D 
we take an arc [pq] in Oj such that [ptfJ^Mpg'] =P f°r <z'̂ <Z 
and £, g ' E ^ P i B d D. Assume also that [pg]r\Bd D=q. Let L) be 
the finite graph (a "spoke" with p as center) in 0) formed by the 
union of all such arcs in 0). 

(D) Let Lt = L[\J • • • U£i(t) for t = h, • • • , tn. Consider a compo
nent M of Z> — U ?-I-L'*. The closure of Jkf is a topological disk. We 
claim that the boundary of M in D must lie in Lu\JLti+l for some 
l g i g w —1. Consider /0, /&, /„ such that l^a<b<c^n. Then 
hrl(h(D)r\Etb) separates any A*f ( i = l , • • • , &(/„)) from any A)c

% 

Now fix i and ƒ Since -4{a and A'/ are connected sets and contain 
points of Bd D some component of hrl(h(D)r\Etl) containing at 
least two points of Bd D must separate A\a from A1/. But such a com
ponent is one of the sets A£, (l^m^k(tb)). Therefore Um

h separates 
L\a from Vf in D and our claim is verified. 

We now extend ƒ to a map f\ such that 

ft: L\-*K\\ (/ = / ! , . . . , /n; i = 1, . . . , £(/„)). 

Again let M be a component of D — U»„i ZA Then 

yk(Bd M)CK«VK'*HU(f(Bd D)n\JlaWi+lEd 

for some i. Thus, by part (B), fx can be extended to map M into 
UCMnt S2. By extending}\ over all such components M we obtain a 
map 

g: Z ) - * i 7 n i n t 5 2 

such that 

g |Bdz>=/ on Bd Z). 

This completes the proof that S2 — {ƒ><,» £&} is locally tame. 
(E). We finish the proof of the theorem by showing that S2 can 

be homeomorphically approximated by 2-spheres from either comple
mentary domain and is therefore tame, [4]. Let €>0 be given. We 
first consider the problem of approximating from the exterior of S2. 
Choose U to be a round open ball about p& of diameter less than e/2. 
Choose /' such that JtQU for / ' g / < 6 . On Ev, the simple closed 
curves Jtt and Bd UC\Et' bound an annulus A. We now discard that 
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part of S2 lying above Et> and add to remainder of S2 the annulus A 
plus the portion of Bd U lying above Et*. By performing a similar 
modification about pa we obtain a 2-sphere §2 such that 

{pa, Pb} C I n t £2 and 5 2 CCl( In t S2). 

Further $2 is tame as it is locally tame modulo two tame simple closed 
curves. Thus by pushing S2 slightly into its exterior we obtain the 
desired €-approximation. 

The interior approximation is even easier. We choose curves Jh 

and Jti sufficiently close to pa and pb respectively, throw away the 
parts of S2 lying below Etl and above Etv add Int Jtl and Int Jt% 

and then push our modified tame sphere slightly into its interior. 
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